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DOUG CAN & DOUG WILL   |   CLARE MCBRIDE

Clare McBride was born in Northern Ireland but

raised on a grain farm on the Manitoban prairie

after her family relocated there when she was

nine. Clare works full time in the agricultural

industry and writes as a hobby to honour the

memory of her two young daughters, Oksana (6)

and Quinn (4), who loved books and family story

time. She has previously authored two other

children's titles: Pearl Loves Her Name and

Where I Come From.
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Pearl just hates her boring name! But not to worry, Nanny hasPearl just hates her boring name! But not to worry, Nanny has
a story that may change Pearl's mind. When Pearl hears abouta story that may change Pearl's mind. When Pearl hears about
Oliver's toothache and what he learns, she discovers thatOliver's toothache and what he learns, she discovers that
sometimes finding out something new and a little patience aresometimes finding out something new and a little patience are
the only requirements to change your outlook.the only requirements to change your outlook.

Pearl LovesPearl Loves  
          Her NameHer Name
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Where do you come from? Join two fun-loving tour guides asWhere do you come from? Join two fun-loving tour guides as
they answer that question and give you an uplifting look atthey answer that question and give you an uplifting look at
life in Manitoba! Readers will enjoy seeing what each newlife in Manitoba! Readers will enjoy seeing what each new
season brings and how everyday life in a small agriculturalseason brings and how everyday life in a small agricultural
town can be so heartwarming.town can be so heartwarming.
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